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ABSTRACT 
Nowadays internet usage is vast. It contain large information in the form of text, audio, video etc. This information 

should be necessary or unnecessary, hence removing irrelevant information from web is known as noise. The noise 

can be in the form of Ads, Texts, Images etc., information degrades performance of web content mining. Web content 

mining is used for discovering the useful information from the web page. It’s important to eliminate the noisy data 

from web pages. This paper tells about the new approach called ENDW (Eliminating Noisy Data in Web pages) 

which is based on query keyword and Dom tools to eliminate the noisy data from the web pages. Thus this approach 

will be helpful to the user for getting the required information from the web pages, which is reliable and efficient. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

As we know that in today’s day-to-day life usage of internet is wide, everyone is familiar to internet. On the web 

page there are various type of noise data like images, videos, advertisement, animated images, this noisy data 

disturbs whole attention of user while searching any information, filling important form. Therefore we need to 

eliminate this noisy data so that user gets the required data. To eliminate this noisy data there are many existing 

approaches of web mining which, has disadvantage that it extracts the data only from single URL.Web Mining is the 

process of extracting the required data from web pages using crawler .Web crawler is nothing but an automated 

program which scans through internet pages to create an index of the data. We proposed the new approach to extract 

the required information from three different URLs. Web page is designed by using various HTML tags and these 

tags are of two different types as follows: 

 Positive tags: These tags contain useful information. i.e. <p>***</p> 

 Negative tags: These tags do not contain any information. i.e. <script>**</script> 
In our system we maintain a pointer to scan the whole document, document is nothing but source code of the web 
page and it eliminates this unwanted tags which does not contain any type of information. 
 

 

2. EXITING SYSTEM 
 

Existing system technique is based on analysis of layouts as well as the actual contents of the web page in a given 

website for eliminating noisy information. Initially, tag based filtering method based on regular expression is 

applied. But filtering does not ensure removing all the noisy information present in the web page. To remove 

remaining noisy information we need to make structural analysis of the web page along with some crawled web 

pages of the same website. This noise removal technique based on the analysis that in a website the noisy blocks 

usually presence with some similar contents and layout instruction, whereas the main content blocks often varied 

with their actual contents and presentation style. Based on the observation, the analysis of both contents and 

structure had been done in structural analysis phase. The Existing method had been organized in two stages: 

Filtering based on Regular Expression and Structural analysis of the crawled web pages after filtering. The structural 

analysis had been accomplished in two steps: a) extraction of body level tags from filtered web pages and b) 

comparison of extracted body level tags among all the filtered web pages. 
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3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

The main advantage of proposed system over the existing system, that it is Multi-URL System.  

This software extracts the web page’s source code from backend when user enters the appropriate URL. Then basic 

filtering is applied on that source code to eliminate the negative tags. Positive tags contain all useful information 

therefore Dom tree will be generated of this useful information which contains nodes and links. Nodes contain 

HTML tags or text. Rule based filtering is applied on this generated Dom tree [8], which gives us required 

information. By fetching Query user can get relevant data. Query is nothing but a keyword of which user wants the 

information [1]. Relevant data is displayed on the dummy web site. This Multi-URL System allows the user to enter 

at most three URL, therefore it makes easy for user to get the data from three different websites. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig -1: Architecture Diagram  
 

 

The proposed method has been organized into following stages: 

 Pre-Processing: User will enter the URL and the web pages will be extracted from backend. 

 Dom tree and Filtering: In this stage, basic filtering will be applied and DOM tree generation will be 

done. 

 Rule base Filtering: In this stage, DFS traversal is carried out in which every node is traversed and then 
single node, unique node, repeated node will be done and therefore when will get the required data. 

 Result: After applying filtering on DOM tree generation it will display result on the dummy website. That 

result is nothing but required data. 

 

4. ALGORITHM  

4.1 Filtering 

Input: web page 

Output: return filtered web page 

Step 1: Get HTML code of the web page 

Step 2: Create a pattern using regular expression for removing contents enclosed by negative tags (except anchor 

tag) 

Step 3: Pattern P = {p0: "<style.*?>.*? </style>", 
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            p1: "<script.*?>.*? </script>", 

            p2: "<select.*?>.*? </select>", 

            p3: "<noscript>.*? </noscript>", 

            p4: "<!--.*? -->", 

            p5: "<link.*?>", 

            p6: "<br />", 

            p7: "<hr>“} 

Step 4: for each Pattern pi in P do 

if pi matches with the HTML code of the web 

  page then remove the code block 

end if 

            end for 

Step 5: Create a Pattern using regular expression for removing contents enclosed by noisy anchor tags 

Step 6: Pattern anchor= "<a href=".*?">.*? </a>" 

Step 7: extract all the hyperlink references using pattern 

 anchor from HTML code of the web page 

Step 8: Set T     URL of the web page     

Step 9: for all extracted hyperlink references hi do 

if returned shift s = 0 then remove the content enclosed by <a /> containing hi 

  end if 

            end for  

 

4.2 Extraction 

Input: Filtered web pages 

Output: Relevant Information  
Step 1: Generate DOM tree for html code of web    
pages  
Step 2: Apply DFS traversal on DOM tree  
Step 3: Start from root node, move towards left node and goto child node  
Step 4: if web page contains bk =database tags dk then remove entire node 

else 
{ 

if unique node then (Compare with siblings) 
                          add as relevant data 

else 
remove 

end if 
 

            if duplicated data k in node p (Repeated data) 
                    remove duplicated data 

  else 
consider relevant data 

                       end if 

  
                     if single node  
                         then remove data in single node end if  
                   } 
                    end if  
Step 5: Repeat step from step 2 until you traverse all the nodes.  
Step 6: for each body level tags xk in a web page k  

  for each body level tags xk+1 in a web page k +1 remove data 
  end for 
  end for 
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT  

Input: Website with noisy data. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig -2: Original Website with Noise 

Output: Website with noise free data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                 Fig -3: Website without Noise 

 

6. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS  

Table -1: Accuracy Table  
 

Websites Total Words Noisy Words Noise Removed Percentage of Accuracy 

Horoscope(Gemini) 6750 5000 4500 90% 

Horoscope(Taurus) 5000 4000 3500 87% 

Career Guidance 2000 1500 1475 98% 

Biography 9300 7000 4700 67% 

Naukri 1800 1500 1300 86% 
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New ABC 8000 5000 3700 74% 

New XYZ 7000 6000 5800 97% 

Yahoo 12500 10000 8000 80% 

Sport 18000 15000 9200 61% 

Film Industry 37000 7000 6500 93% 

 

7. CONCLUSION 

This paper is proposed to detect and remove local noisy elements from web pages. Web page content extraction is 
more vital to retrieve the content of the web pages, particularly in unstructured web. The proposed technique uses 

the DOM tree parsing to remove the noise and irrelevant information. The system will extract the content 

dynamically from the different structured web pages such as blogs, forums, articles etc. By using filtering techniques 
as well as Dom tree generation it removes the noisy data from the web pages. This helps the user to read the 

information efficiently and reliably from web pages without any disturbance. 

 

8. FUTURE SCOPE 

It is not always possible that the relevant data will be in the form of text only, but it can also be in the forms of 

videos and images. Therefore it is possible that software can be developed which gives the relevant videos and 

images along with the text. Software that will give the noise free data from n number of websites can also be 

developed in future. This Software “Web Data Cleaner” can also be worked on Android Phones by building its 

Android Application. 
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